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THE RIGHT BEGINS TO events to all our members
UNITE IN SCOTLAND etc. This would bring all

This will be a free social event
giving members the chance to
patriotic groups together in meet and speak with NBU
Scotland and start to build
Officers from across Britain. If
real tangible unity.
you would like to spend time
in the company of like-minded
Some people may worry
people and comrades please
about becoming aligned with contact NBU Office who will
an openly fascist organisation log your place and forward
like NBU but let’s be honest relevant details.
the SDL are already referred
to as being 'fascist-neo-nazis'
THANK YOU
and have nothing to lose but
much to gain by working with We received a donation from
The BNP, NF and BM have no NBU.
an OAP from Australia this
official contacts left in
month, I would like to thank
Scotland and sadly very few
JULY MEETING
him and everyone else from
members.
home and abroad (especially
our good friend in the USA )
The Scottish organiser of
who have donated to our
RWR has joined NBU as have
movement. It is due to your
ex organisers of BNP and NF
generosity that we are able to
and will be urging what
offer free membership and
members they have left to do
keep the movement running
likewise.
and more importantly
This leaves SDL as the only
growing. I hope one day to
real nonpolitical patriotic
meet you all and thank each
street movement in Scotland.
and everyone of you in
We propose we work together
person. Together we are
for the benefit of the whole Due to the growing number strong.
of enquires about the Council
patriotic movement with
of Ten meeting being held on http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
disscussions on going.
the 29th July in Staffordshire propaganda-appeal.html
NBU will continue to
we have decided to open the
concentrate on political
meeting to all members.
Gary Raikes
strategy and fully support the
SDL by advertising their
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Angel Merkel: A
Laughing Stock in
Argentina

More laughter came when
considering her plea for
"reconciliation". Who is to be
The "Chancellor" of the
Federal Republic of Germany, reconciled with whom?
Angela Merkel, paid an official Obviously in whatever passes
visit to Argentina during the for her befuddled political
mind, she wants Germany to
week ending 10 June for
be forgiven by Argentina and
"trade talks". During these
reconciled.
few days she made herself

nearly all the highly skilled
technical NCOs', to return to
Germany by late 1942, most
of them to join the U-boat
Arm.

Due to the intervention of
Colonel Perón, a noted
Argentine Fascist (his future
wife 'Don't Cry For Me,
the laughing stock of several Let us look at the recent
Argentina' Evita has been
Argentine TV news channels. history of Argentina as known identified by Argentine
The "trade talks" began with to us who live here and have radicals as the No 1.Nazi spy
seen how it has been
and treasurer during the war
her placing a huge wreath
doctored to look different
which she almost certainly
larger than herself,
was), Hitler emptied the
beribboned with the colours over the last few "liberal"
concentration camps of all
of Germany and Argentina, at decades.
Argentine Jews on the
the Jewish Synagogue and
Because of the huge number
understanding that they
Cemetery in Buenos Aires. In of Argentine descendants
would return to Argentina,
her speech later, she
from Spain and Italy, both
and so very little of the
apologized for the sins of
Fascist nations of the time,
"Holocaust" actually does
National Socialism and
Argentina experienced the
apply here.
pleaded for "reconciliation". period of "Creole Fascism"
throughout the Second World Did Argentina go to war with
How the TV commentators
War and did everything
Hitler's Germany? Yes. On 27
laughed. First, the Federal
Republic of Germany is not humanly possible while still March 1945 the Argentine
posing as "neutral" to foster Government published decree
the successor to the Third
the cause of Mussolini's Italy 69/45(7). With a thinly veiled
Reich. It is several large
allusion to all the grim
provinces shorter and has no and Hitler's Germany.
pressure exerted on Argentina
political continuity from it.
That is how it became
by the United States ("All
Therefore, as was pointed
possible, for example, for the
South America will go Fascist
out, "Chancellor" Merkel can majority of the crew of the
unless we root it out in
only apologize for the Third scuttled pocket battleship
Reich if she is a Nazi herself, Admiral Graf Spee to escape Argentina" - US Treasury
Secretary Morgenthau) the
or has the authority of the
from Montevideo in Uruguay
decree announced that:
former Third Reich
to Buenos Aires in Argentina
Government to apologize on in December 1939, and for a
"...for the purposes of
its behalf.
sixth of them, over 200 men, identifying national polices
all but six of the officers and with those of other American
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republics, a state of war
exists between the Republic
of Argentina and the Empire
of Japan." And at paragraph
(3) the decree declared:

did, is intended by the make- threatened by many antifa
believe "Chancellor" to
groups, I am trying to
placate a third nation which educate fellow citizens about
itself never existed at the
British Fascism and the
time of the Second World War dangers of mass and
and never places wreaths
uncontrolled immigration. I
"A state of war is also
anywhere for its victims.
am a Protestant Christian and
declared between the
I believe my church should be
Republic of Argentina and
El Vikingo
represented better in
Germany as the result of the
Greece.But unfortunately
latter being an ally of Japan."
money went to Muslims... It is
Full stop. Rarely can a
NEW YOUTH LEADER my great honour to have the
declaration of war have been
responsibility of being the
issued with so little
officer of the youth wing of
enthusiasm, and never was a
the New British Union of
shot fired between the two65
Fascists. My main affiliation
belligerents.
with Britain is the fact that
many family members of
In his memoirs, the later
mine are UK or subjects of
President of Argentina, Perón,
Canada. I believe in a united
recalled: "We exchanged
European youth against
messages with the Germans
communism and massive
through Salazar in Portugal
immigration.Such a union will
and Franco in Spain. They
protect all the white
understood our intention
Europeans from assimilation
immediately and helped us.
to hostile cultures and people.
The Germans were in
agreement."
Argentina in the Second
World War was an Axis ally.
Today they burn the archive
evidence but every Argentine
knows it is true, and it must
never be forgotten. The farce
of everybody having to
pretend that Argentina never
was a supporter of the Axis,
and must in 2017 "forgive
and forget" what the Federal
Republic of Germany never

Under the Leadership
principle our youth officer has
been replaced for failure to
carry out his duties. Welcome
our new NBU Youth Leader.
I am Vassilis Spiliopoulos.
Currently I am a high school
student in Greece and my
field of study is biochemistry.
Although my country is
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NATIONAL YOUTH CORPS
at the practical lessons and
The New British Union believe activities, showing other skills
that it is worth remembering that they can't show while
that not all our young people sitting in a class room. This is
are involved in criminality or why the New British Union’s
even just ant-social behaviour National Youth Corps can
far from it, many are active

knowledge of the true history
of our Nation, its people and
the sacrifices made in their
name. The New British Union
will implement changes that
will see the return of

members of the various cadet offer young people like this, discipline to the classroom
organisations that flourish in the structured discipline and and also to the lives young
Britain at the moment and
strong leadership offered by people as a whole with the
these offer stability and a
instructors, who become the introduction of the National
place for the young to go to role models that they often Youth Corps. We must
learn, experience and also to lack in their everyday lives. remember that young people
have fun while doing new and In many parts of our nation it cannot be fed solely by
challenging things. It has
is a regrettable fact that the academic lessons, theories,
become apparent to the New ever driving goal of liberalism and abstract teachings. It is
British Union that for far to
within our education system our duty to equip our youth
long under the current system has left many of our young with the tools of life, so that
of things many young people people with the warped idea they are able to support and
who are not academic,
of rights and morality. It is
be productive as an adult
typically ignored by the
also regrettable that many of within society. We want our
education system, often excel our children have little, if any, young people to be obedient
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and respectful, so they must NYC Officer would then be
practice obedience and show responsible for the promotion
respect. If we truly want our of the NYC to youngsters. The
youth to be lovers of peace NYC officer would then be
and not war, then we must
able to organise day events
instill a discipline into our
with the various services
children that allows them as through the use of open days,
adults the strength of mind to etc. They would also
resist the temptations of war. undertake all the necessary
This is why the National Youthadministration.
Corps will be ideal in molding Under the New British Union
our youth in to strong brave proposals, all those that
and courage’s members of
complete their four years
society. Our nation’s youth is
training (14-18 years old)
our future.
within the NYC would be
Until we have achieved
exempt from National Service
government the National
as an adult and would
Youth Corps - NYC, will be
run as a youth wing to the
automatically qualify for
New British Union
further free higher education.
incorporating all the camps Those that have not done so,
and activities listed below.
or failed to complete NYC
However when we attain
office, the NYC would become service will face compulsory
an official government backed Two (2) years National
organisation for both girls and Service on reaching Eighteen
boys from ages 14-18. The (18) and on completion would
NYC will work on the same
qualify for a free University or
lines as the National Forces vocational education. The
Cadet Service does today. All
prime intent of this
members will be required to
progressive programme is to
wear uniform to all NYC
meetings. At the beginning of offer our children/youth an
identity, one empowered with
the summer there will be a
national NYC Camp where all discipline and an appreciation
the different NYC districts
of team work. It will lift an
come together and take part entire generation from the
in games and other activities.
infectious grasp liberal
It is the aim of the New
Socialist left and give them a
British Union to appoint in
each region of Britain a full chance at becoming useful
time NYC Officer who will be members of the society in
attached to all
which they live.
Academies/High Schools in
their particular region. The
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HAVE YOUR SAY

personally feel that we have a society. Their is a reason i
duty due to the injustice that love the british culture and
was the Balfour Declaration that is freedom. But i feel our
that facilitated as you well
freedoms like work, beliefs
know the occupation of an
and rights are being slowly
indigenous people. Sorry I
stripped away by the masses
have rambled but like I say I led by social media and what
would love a reply on that
they are told to believe what
issue and could very well see is right and what is fair. We
myself joining in the future
are a tiny island and if we
most probably if you would have theae borders why
have me.
ignore them so? For did our
forefathera not fight for this
land. Is this not our birthright
Message: Hello, I have just Kind regards
over those who were not born
only recently found out about JCM
here? Should we be forced to
Sir Mosley and personally
Message: Nationalism is the
change the way we live
believe it is a disgrace how it
very essence of who we are,
because others find it
seems this side of British
as an individual, in the
'offensive'.
history has been completely
country we live in, and
I am passionate about this
buried/truth blurred. I have
represent. I am proud to be
country and this world and it
just been over your policies
british, but i am shamed to
needs a firm yet positive
and had a browse on the site
see the land we live in
change.
I also watched Garys
overrun by mass immigration,
presentation at the London
terrorrism and sexual
Yours faithfully, Curtis Moore
Forum, your policies speak to
violence. These acts need to
me greatly I feel very
stop and unionising the british Message: For a long time I
disillusioned with this system
people, making them proud tohave an always been curious
of 3 parties that are in reality
be a part of their nation is the about fascism. For a while I
the same and when it comes
best way. I am actively
was a Marxist, leftist
to actual real issues they will
interested in joining the party degenerate, obviously
conspire together to cheat the
because i want the best for something needs to be done
will of the people. However
my future, the future for my there. Now since I want to be
I'm not sure what number
children one day and good
a fascist, I started doing my
policy it was but it was
british values and teachings research. I discovered two
regarding world politics/global
are the best ways forward.
YouTube channels Marshall
police I completely agree with
We live in a world with no
Ironside and cultured thug.
this sentiment apart from I
real consequence and people They introduce me to real
would like to know NBUs
need to work and build
fascism, not just some
stance on Israel as I
together to shape a better
recessed dirtbags. A friend
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introduce me to this party,
that I have given within this immediately ban the Burka on
and I knew I would be
our streets. It has absolutely
email.
I
would
like
to
personally
interested. I'm also very antino place within our culture
thank
you
for
taking
your
immigration. Although I'm not
and is a totally divisive
time to read this message
British, I still want to fight for
garment. Added to the fact
and I would be delighted to
you cause!
that no one knows what's
hear your thoughts on the
subject as to when you next under the Burka it's just far
Hi, I have been a very
address the whole situation. too dangerous to let things
proud follower of the New
Thank you and praise be to carry on like this. Sadly for
British Union for a few
you
anything like this to happen,
months now so I would like
Yours sincerely,
we need to firstly leave the
to apologise in advance for
Stefan Cressey
disturbing you're personal
EU convention of human
time but I felt that I need to
rights. Otherwise the vultures
ask what is your stance on
that are human rights lawyers
how we should deal with
I find the recent terrorist will grind the process to a
those whom are the cause of events sickening. In my
halt. So God help us if that
these extremist and terrorist
mind there's one way to deal lunatic, deranged Marxist
activities as of late. I for one
feel that we need to have a with it. The immediate arrest Corbyn gets voted in, because
of the 3000 persons on the he will keep us in it. Whilst
stern and strong stance on
those who feel that the British terrorist watch list, securing I'm not totally sure I trust
way of life is not a great way of said persons in internment Teresa May, she's at least
of life (I am of course talking camps, subject to stripping of
committed to getting us out
about those who cause
their citizenship and
of the jurisdiction of the
damage and harm to proud
immediate
deportation.
If
European court. So I know
citizens of our great country).
they
are
British
subjects,
where my vote is going to
I feel that those who are the
remember that even liberal be on Thursday. This country
main cause for those
atrocities that have caused
Germany has introduced
will cease to exist under the
much harm for many people legislation to deport their own
likes of Corbyn McDonnell,
in the UK need to be sent
nationals to the country of
Abbott and Thornberry. It is
back to where they came
their parents birth. So if they the most scary thought I can
from however, if they are
ever imagine.
'native' Britons, they need to can do it, why can't we?! I
would also strip any returning
be jailed and or made
Tony
jihadis of their citizenship
examples of as to what
happens to those who bare rights ( we would be doing
their fangs at our way of life. this anyway we're it not for
This is why British fascism is the likes of Corbyn voting
the keystone and the only
against the legislation along
answer that would be able to
be given to any question that with the European court
addresses any of these points saying we can't leave people
"stateless"). Finally I would
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LEADERS MESSAGE

one, the fear for themselves selves and at the rapid
and the fear of fascism.
advance of Fascism. No doubt
"The chief of men is he Egoism characterises the one, they realise that fascism will,
in the name of the nation,
who stands in the van of cowardice the other, and
there is every indication that demand from them an
men fronting the peril
the final collapse is not far
account of their stewardship
which frightens back all away.
of this country. They are
others, which, if it be
These men the
anxious to delay the day of
representatives of a dying age reckoning, but the methods
not vanquished will
will not renounce without a they use in attacking us only
devour the others."
struggle their right to an
hasten our advance.
unbridled individualism which New Fascism to them is
Never were Carlyles words
more significant than they are has resulted in a most corrupt something unknown,
when applied to the present, social and economic system. incomprehensible, its youthful
energy and vitality bewilders
to the death-struggle of a
worn out system and the
emergence of a new creed.
The decrepit dollards both in
mind and body, who still
uphold a tottering structure
that will bury them in its ruins
know full well that their day is
gone. they know that the old
world which they have helped
build up with all its
corruption, its sham
democracy, its perverted
sense of values, is passing
away, and the dawn of a new
They belong to an age which their benumbed senses. its
era fills them with fear.
resolute courage to fight
They lack the courage to face worshiped the mammon of
the new problems thrown up liberalism and their minds are against overwealming odds
utterly incapable of
only evokes cheap sneers
by a constantly changing
comprehending
a
creed
that
from them.
world, their warped minds
is based on service, sacrifice For have they not power in
cannot follow the march of
their hands to crush any
progress. With a tenacity born and justice, qualities which
of dispair they are trying to must ultimately triumph over movement of lesser calibre
than fascism? They have the
revive a moribund body with all material things.
The
men
who
are
responsable
vast resources of finance,
artificial injections, not
for a system that has meant press and media which vilifies
realising that thy are only
high position and luxury for and misrepresents us, a
prolonging its agony and
themselves and poverty and political machine whose
postponing its inevitable
starvation for countless
purpose it is to confuse the
demise.
The fear which possesses the thousands are trembling for public and lull it into a false
sense of security.
old gang today is a two-fold their miserable, worthless
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Are we not sometimes told by country of all hypocrisy and
freedom invariably used to
fascist sympathisers that
corruption, and march on to a
delay action. So we see the
though they admire our spirit
destiny worthy of a great
they doubt our ability to
governing body of the country
nation.
vanquish the vast material
devoting it’s time to petty
powers arrayed against us in
rights of obstruction, and any
GARY RAIKES
this country?
group, however insignificant
Assertions of that kind are
their numbers, can in that
typical of the materialist
place of government by use
philosophy of our times, the
demoralising influence of
of obstructionist tactics delay,
which was condemned by
if they so desire, great
Carlyle in the following terms,
policies of action.
"Most systems that I have
watched the death of for the
last 3000 years have gone
just so. the idea, the true and
noble that was in them
having faded out, and nothing
now remaining but naked
egoism, vulturous greed, they
cannot live, they are bound
and ordained by the oldest
destinies, mothers of the
universe, to die. For all
Much has been said in an
human things do require to effort to persuade the
have an idea in them, to have people that British
some soul in them.....oh, if
fascism will deny them
you could dethrone that
brute-god Mammon, and put the rights of free speech.
a spirit-god in his place. One When in fact it will bring to
way or another he must and this country for the first time
will have to be dethroned.
real opportunities for free
New Fascism will see that he speech. A man talking in his
and his minions are
sleep is not indulging in his
dethroned. We welcome the democratic right of free
fiery ordeal in which we will speech. yet the system would
have to pass, we are
have you believe that the
determined to 'front the peril greater absurdity of a number
which frightens back all
of people talking on subjects
others'. in the firm conviction of which they know nothing is
that with truth and justice on the essence of freedom. They
our side we will sweep the
interpret freedom of speech
as the freedom to talk, the
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Thank goodness we stuck
measure of dry volume and
Words from Granville with pounds and pennies and equals eight dry quarts, I
pints of ale instead of half
think. I believe these are still
Bobbies on the beat are litres. Babies still weigh 6lb or used at some farmers'
needed to fight crime. whatever, not so many grams markets.
or kilos.
Recently when Theresa May Let's start planning the
Change for the better? I
was asked about the increase comeback of other things that
think not!
in crime and the reduction of were ours before they told us
bobbies on the beat she
we were Europeans.
In May 2015 the Republic
claimed that the nature of
We still think in terms of feet voted to allow same sex
offending is changing and
and inches, yet the building marriage although only 60 per
there is now more cyber
trade has to use metres and cent of the folks voted and
crime.
centimetres. In clothing what only 62 per cent voted yes. It
According to the Office for
size is small, medium, large was enough. Now two year
National Statistics, in 2016
or extra large?
later the Republic is to have
England and Wales, there was Wherever you might shop has its first openly homosexual
an increase of 13 to 14% in a different sizing for these
Taoiseach [Prime Minister].
gun and knife crime. Street terms. Let's go back collars, Leo Varadkar [a good, old
crime, such as robberies and chests and inside legs
Irish name?] will be the
violent brawls, is also up.
measured in inches.
leader of the centre-right Fine
According to local TV news
Makers tell us that cars do so Gael party and unless there is
there have been 11 murders many miles to the gallon but some unexpected happening
in and around Leicester this when we get to the pumps
he will be voted in on13th
year alone.
we have to buy petrol in litres June. Not only is he
Bobbies on the beat are a
and then convert it in our
homosexual but also an
proven deterrent and
heads ourselves.
ethnic Indian! I know a lot of
certainly a reassurance to the It's time we started to live
my friends and relations in
public.
again without others telling usCork City in the Republic will
How about cutting back on
what to do. Talking about all not be happy about this but it
the vast amounts we spend this in the Crown here on
seems younger folks are all
on often wasted foreign aid - Sleetmoor the other dinner right with it.To show how
and spending it on our local time a mate accused me of things have changed in what
police forces instead?
wanting to go back to bushels was always known as Catholic
and pecks. I hadn't thought Ireland I carried out a [very
Anybody else want to use about these since I was at
unscientific] survey of ten
imperial sizes again? Nether Heage County Primary,folks in Cork I know who are
known locally as Riodgeway all in their twenties. I asked
It would be grand to think
School, in the 1940s. While them if they agreed with the
that now we are about to
there our headmaster, Harry killing of unborn babies. Nine
leave the EU we will be able James, taught us about
agreed with it on demand and
to go back to pounds and
bushels and pecks. I think a only one, who I have been
ounces instead of kilos and bushel is four pecks or eight talking with just on phone,
grams.
gallons. A peck is also a
was totally against it. How
things change.
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Blackshirt to give one of his that have been hoarded,
dearest possessions that the many of them without great
APPEAL
movement might survive in its use nut still with intrinsic
struggle with the forces of
value. Today the movement
In New British Union men and
materialism he has given a
appeals to its members to
women have joined together
gold signet ring, a gift from give and to send those
in rediscovering the greatest
his mother when he was 21, a valuables that being sold will
idea this country has ever
possession to him invaluable swell our much needed
known. An idea so great and
because of its sentimental
fighting funds.
so dear to them that the
association. With his gift he
storms of violence, of
has sent the suggestion that For unless this movement of
victimisation, of every form of
ours survives and grows we
hidden away in members
abuse and attack have
drawers and cupboards there are dead. Our faith, our
hardened them and created a
may be many such valuables hopes, our life itself fade into
comradeship more durable,
that could provide an untold a void made all the more
more spledid in its spirit than
empty by thoughts of the
source of funds for the
anything that has yet been
high endeavour we have
movement.
conceived by man.
sought to achieve.
Those who came to join the Here is a great example of
So, comrades give now that a
struggle found a new joy, a the spirit of sacrifice which
new idea, a new life. Their
has been created within our nation might live. Give now
hopes and aspirations became movement, an example that that the spirit shall meet and
one with the hopes and
members might well wish to crush the forces of
aspirations of their creed, no emulate. in our homes, even materialism. Give now while
line devides them from their on our persons, there must we can, and in the travail of
giving will be born the joy of
movement, they are one, one be some such hidden
triumph.
hope, one spirit. It is this
valuables that could be
spirit that has prompted our handed over to the
http://newbritishunio
members to make great
n.co.uk/propagandamovement, little treasures
sacrifices. It was this spirit
appeal.html
that prompted a fellow
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I come not to praise
community. I remember him
Caesar but to bury him –
saying “we must build a sea
patriot political parties
for us to swim in”.
are dead - long live the
political movement.

old way contesting elections
they have no hope of
winning.
The only time people vote for
revolutionary parties are at
times of great crisis, and
great crisis is not far away.

All the nationalist parties have
been and remain under the
influence of the same group
of people. The situation we
find today is nothing new, the
exact same splits faced
nationalists in the 60's,
seventies, eighties and
nineties all backed by the
same old people,. NF, NewNF,
National party, BNP, BDP,
National Liberals, National
alliance all formed in the 60,s
and 70,s and still splitting
support today.
The NF concentrated on
Mosley realised the futility of working in the community but
fighting elections in the early with no compromise to their
sixties and put forward the
ideology had no real success.
idea he called permutation, Eddy Butler the elections guru
the infiltrating of other groups put this community approach
and organizations even other into practice along with a
Who will the people turn to
political parties, even the BUF modernisation program later when it arrives? Failed corrupt
carried out a similar plan. Thisin the BNP , this time it led to vilified political parties rife
idea was taken up briefly by the success in 2007-2011 a with infighting full of dead
John Tyndall after suffering GA member and 52
ideas ill-discipline and
electoral humiliation, and I
councillors elected. Sadly it disillusionment ran by men of
quote “the main deterrent to was all forgotten when 2 mep yesterday or a movement of
greater progress is not our
discipline, strength,
seats were won and Griffin
public image but our
thought the bnp had entered commitment and loyalty free
perceived political impotence the mainstream, right on que from corruption and infighting
resulting from no
a movement of tomorrow a
the BNP descended once
representation in parliament, again into factional infighting movement of one nation, one
or on councils”, but the future suicide.The result of all this? people, one leader a
Tyndall suggested was merely We find ourselves in the same movement of people not
more of the same! Later
politicians. And when crisis is
1960 situation. The
permutation was embraced bymovement has got nowhere upon us we will have to have
Nick Griffin who wrote in
our people in the police, the
in 40 years under the
2007 an article about building leadership of the old men of armed services, civil service,
nationalist strongholds and
nationalism and yet they still local government and the
establishing a nationalist
intend to fight on in the same media ready to direct and
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lead. The masses have been Forget elections they are for voices in the wilderness. One
brainwashed into not having little people with big egos
voice on a planning
any real interest in politics for who want to strut on the
committee can stop a mosque
a reason, they put their trust political stage jumping on the being built a thousand
in the political elite to keep gravy train and filling their
marching cannot, one parent
them safe and fed and as
pockets. Democracy’s show on a school council can
long as they get bread and
and distraction. The levers of oppose PC brainwashing a
circus’s they remain placid.
power are being pulled in the thousand glued to x-factor
But as history has shown time background by people hidden cannot, if we are serious
and time again when all they in the shadows , the marxists about changing our society
hold dear is threatened as the realised this decades ago and then we have to work for it,
elite let them down the
undertook their long march we have to be involved and
people will turn to
through the institutions. The we have to encourage others
revolutionary movements who PC liberals got to work in our to get involved, get on
have the will and the strength communities at a real
councils and commities we
to face the crisis and the steel grassroot level spreading their have to lead by example,
fist to deal with the crisis.
sickness throughout society boycott all alien shops and
services promote British
products support your local
shops organise a buy local
campaign, highlight any place
selling hala meat, organise
community watch projects
and keep the police updated
with whats happening in your
area. We can stand in
elections as independents, we
already have an NBU
councillor elected as
independent and hopefully we
will get many more, this is a
covert operation the reds will
start to suspect every
independent elected as being
a covert fascist, their paranoia
will work against them as our
full strength will never be
known. This approach will
help us put fascism back into
Our task is to build such a
while nationalists stood on
movement across Britain, to the fringes shouting into the the heart of our communities,
lay a solid foundation on
wind. One patriot sat on one faith back into the hearts of
which we can construct an
parish council will have more our people and a future back
into our movement.
organisation ready to lead the effect than one thousand
people when the time comes. shouting
GARY RAIKES
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